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The Yoshino River  吉野川  

The Yoshino River, also known as Shikoku Saburo, is considered to be one 

of Japan's three great rivers. The river and its tributaries run through all 

four prefectures of Shikoku. The Yoshino flows through eastern Tokushima 

and out into the Kii Channel, it has been a lifeline for the settlements 

situated along its course for centuries.   
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Egawa  江川 

There were bamboo groves on both sides of the Egawa (literally, E River). 

It was a lonely place, with just one watermill. However, after a boat house 

was built, people began to come for boat rides and planted cherry blossom 

trees, making the once quiet Egawa a lively place. 
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Iwatsu  岩津 

Iwatsu is a picturesque spot on the Yoshino River, opposite Mt. Kotsu, 

where huge rocks jut out of the river. There is a train station on the bank 

of the river, at Funato, where many people pass through. It is a popular 

place – people call it “The Iwatsu Ferry”. 
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The wooden Awa Central Bridge 木橋の阿波中央橋 

There used to be a ferryboat called the Genta-watashi that ran along the 

Yoshino River between Kakihara and Chiejima. It was located about 300m 

downstream from where the Awa Central Bridge now stands. The north 

side is said to have thrived with shipping agencies, inns, bars, oil shops, 

and timber dealers. There was a wooden causeway built in 1928, but it was 

rather high maintenance – every time the area flooded it would be washed 

away and need rebuilding. It wasn't until 1954 that the long-awaited Awa 

Central Bridge opened and finally put an end to the problem. 
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The Yoshino River at Wakimachi  脇町付近の吉野川 

With docking areas for boats scattered along the river shore, Wakimachi 

prospered as a hub for the indigo trade. These boats, with their large white 

sails full of wind from the Yoshino River, could always be seen in small 

groups going up and down the river.  
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The beach of 1,500 pebbles   千五百石の浜 

Until the main Tokushima railway was opened, transportation between 

Tokushima and Ikeda was done by long flat boats along the Yoshino River. 

They carried tobacco leaves, lumber and charcoal down the river and 

returned with salt, fertilizer and other daily necessities. 
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The Yoshino River saw a great deal of traffic and there were a number of 

wharfs along its course. There was a beach known as “1,500 pebbles” to 

the east of Ueno, in Ikeda. It was the biggest wharf in the upper part of 

the river. In autumn, orderly flocks of birds could be seen flying above the 

masts of the flat boats. 
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The pine at Jurobe  十郎兵衛松 

“My father’s name is Awa no Jurobe,” the pilgrim Otsuru said sadly in 

Keisei Awa no Naruto. Jurobe was a village leader in Kawauchi during the 

Edo period. Some said he was a man of principle, others said he was a 
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pirate. Until the early Showa period, “Jurobe’s execution pine tree” stood 

on the bank of the river in Kawauchi. The tree was damaged by typhoons 

and died. Now, all that remains from Jurobe's time are the winds that blow 

around the mouth of the Yoshino River. 
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Shioya Ooka  塩屋大岡 

On the beach of Shioya Ooka 

What shall I do? I ask a jizo 
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If the north-bound ships at Shioya Ooka should catch a southerly wind 

They shan't be seen again 

At the Shioya Ooka wharf 

A plover cries with me 

At the Shioya Ooka wharf 

The sun goes down along with the wind and waves 
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The alder trees in Kawauchi  川内村の榛の木 

Kawauchi is surrounded by the Imagiri River to the north, the Yoshino 

River to the south, and the Kii Channel to the east. It was once part of 

Itano until it was incorporated into Tokushima City. This low-lying and 

damp area has many small waterways for drainage. There were many 

deciduous alder trees in Kawauchi which thrived on the damp conditions. 

Mt. Bizan could be seen beyond the alder trees which, despite their wild 

appearance, were planted years ago. The roots of the trees are sunk deep 
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into the ground, and the boughs of the tree spread out on all sides. The 

broad roots hold the river banks together. These few alder trees were the 

only source of firewood for the people of Kawauchi as there were no hills 

in the area. The area lacked greenery during winter and so locals looked 

forward to the pink flowers of the Chinese milk-vetch and yellow rapeseed 

blossoms in spring. 
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The Furu River 古川  

The section of the Yoshino River between the mouth and Daijyuu weir was 

once known as Bekku River. Mt. Shiroyama can be seen in the distance on 

the opposite shore from the Furu River, and the mouth of the river is far 

off away. The clouds over the Kii Channel are high in the sky. As the boat 
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makes its trip between Tokushima and Muya by ferryboat along the Bekku 

River, children chant to it from the bank: “Ferryboat, shabby ferryboat! 

Even working on Obon!” Meanwhile, the boat continues its journey 

without a care, sending billowing smoke out of its funnel with a pon pon 

pon sound.  
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The Yoshino River Boat Race  吉野川の短艇競漕 

The boat race was held by students of Tokushima Middle School on the 

Shinmachi River near Tomida Bridge. Due to the increase in boats coming 

and going out of Nakazu Port, the race was moved in 1926 to the Yoshino 

River, near Furu River Bridge, a wooden toll bridge that would later be 

replaced with the current Yoshino River Bridge in 1928. The difficult 

rowing race along the wide river became one of the city's annual events, 

popular among students and spectators alike. 
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The Furu River Bridge  古川橋 

In 1886, a toll bridge was built between Suketo and the Furu River. At the 

end of the Taisho period, the charge was two sen per person, five sen per 

bicycle. A bus was charged twenty yen on a monthly basis. The takings on 

a weekday would be from thirty to forty yen, but during cherry blossom 

season in spring it would pull in from somewhere between eighty to a 

hundred yen.  

Sometimes pilgrims would ask to have the toll waived, out of charity. In 
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1928 the Yoshino River Bridge was opened and the old toll bridge was 

demolished. 
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The Bekku River 別宮川 

There was once a time when the mouth of the Yoshino River was known as 

the Bekku River. Before flood defenses were finished at the end of the 

Taisho period, the banks of the river were only barely higher than the 

reeds. Around the time of year when the reeds would grow and hide the 

water behind their green leaves, reed warblers would noisily chirp away 

as they made their nests, and yellow hibiscus flower petals swayed in the 

river wind. Awaji Island could be seen in the distance, across from the river 

mouth, summer clouds floating above. 
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A reedy marsh at the mouth of the Yoshino River  吉野川河口の葦原 

The banks of the Yoshino River between Higashi-Yoshino River and 

Sumiyoshi are covered in reeds. Where the reeds end, the remnants of an 
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inlet can be seen, and beyond that lie some sandbars. Those sandbars are 

all that remains of former settlements, they have been submerged by 

water since the construction of the river banks in the Taisho Era. 

 


